An internal audit system is one of the most effective ways to monitor, analyze, control, and improve quality management systems for medical device companies. The primary function of internal audits is to evaluate the company’s performance against the requirements established by the company. Knowing how often and how well the company performs evaluations via routine quality management system status reports significantly reduces potential deficiencies cited by regulators. For example, quality audit procedures (21 CFR 820.22) were ranked ninth on the FDA’s list of 483 Warning Letter citations for quality system deficiencies in 2012.

In today’s competitive medical device manufacturing environment companies are facing upcoming device tax, 510k reforms, and increased operational costs. Having an effective internal audit program is a way to manage these challenges and stay ahead of competitors without compromising on quality.

Manufacturers are required to perform internal audits that consist of a formal, planned check of all elements in the quality system. This is accomplished by identifying deficiencies in processes or procedures when unsatisfactory trends result in defective products and/or prevent the production of unsafe or nonconforming devices. These regular internal audits manage quality and ensure compliance with federal or international regulations such as U.S. 21 CFR 820.22 or ISO 13485:2003.

The audit of a quality system is one of the more critical Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) requirements from the FDA. Current Good Manufacturing Practice (cGMP) guidelines suggest that manufacturing processes are clearly defined and controlled, with all critical processes validated to ensure consistency and compliance with specifications. When changes are needed, the procedures should be clearly documented. Although it is up to the manufacturer to decide the most effective quality process, following the FDA guidelines can help ease the complexity of the mandatory audit drills that are required. Failure to conduct these audits can result in poor product quality, loss of certification, or lack of process improvement.

In the United States, Title 21 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Part 820, Section 820.22 addresses these key requirements of Quality Audits:
- Establish procedures for Quality Audits
- Conduct audits to assure compliance by individuals not having direct responsibility for areas audited
- Perform corrective action(s), including re-audit of deficiencies
- Generate a written report of audit results for management review

Medical Device Quality Systems Management as per 21 CFR 820.22

The management control subsystem provides adequate resources for device design, manufacturing, quality assurance, distribution, installation, and servicing activities; assures the quality system is functioning properly; monitor the quality system; and make necessary adjustments. A quality system that has been implemented effectively and is monitored to identify and address problems is more likely to produce devices that function as intended. Each inspection should begin and end with an evaluation of this subsystem in order to determine if management with executive responsibility ensures that an adequate and effective quality system has been established (defined, documented, and implemented) at the firm.
The corrective and preventive action (CAPA) subsystem collects information, analyzes information, identifies and investigates product and quality problems, and takes corrective action to prevent recurrence. It provides relevant information to management for review and documentation, which is integral to preventing and minimizing device failures. The CAPA subsystem is broken down further into three distinct sub-categories: Medical Device Reporting, Reports of Corrections and Removals, and Medical Device Tracking.

The Medical Device Reporting (MDR) Regulation requires medical device manufacturers, device user facilities, and importers to establish a reporting structure that guarantees the prompt identification and investigation of device-related death, serious injury, and malfunction information. Medical Device Reports (MDR’s) may require the FDA to initiate corrective actions to protect public health. Therefore, compliance with Medical Device Reporting must be verified to ensure that the Center for Devices and Radiological Health’s (CDRH) Surveillance Program receives both timely and accurate information.

The Corrections and Removals (CAR) Regulation requires medical device manufacturers and importers to promptly notify the FDA of any correction or removal initiated to reduce a risk to health. This early notification improves the FDA’s ability to respond to public health crises.

The Medical Device Tracking Regulation ensures that manufacturers and importers of certain medical devices can expeditiously locate and remove these devices from the market and/or notify patients of significant device problems. What is the implication/benefit?

The production and process control subsystem (including sterilization process controls) manufactures products to meet specifications. Developing processes to produce devices that meet specifications, validating (or fully verifying the results of) those processes, and monitoring and controlling the processes are the mechanisms that help manufacturers meet device specifications—e.g., Sterility Assurance Level (SAL) or endotoxin levels.

Europe’s governing body, the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), equivalent to the FDA in the U.S., has the standard ISO 13485 for internal auditing. This standard is used to obtain a CE mark for the marketing and distribution of devices in the European Economic Area (EEA). ISO 13485 is defined as the process standard of requirements relating to design controls, process controls (including environmental controls), special processes, traceability, record retention, and regulatory actions that incorporates medical device quality systems and supplements ISO 9001. ISO requires a compliant quality system and for manufacturers to comply with all relevant product and service oriented technical standards and regulations.

ISO 13485 certification must be obtained and issued to companies that manufacture private label medical devices desiring to market and distribute in the European Economic Area (EEA) when referring to the CE marking. Consultants who design, manufacture, and assemble medical and in-vitro diagnostic (IVD) medical devices as well as manufacturers of IVD medical devices preparing for future IVD regulatory obligations to enter the EEA must also gain certification.

An effective audit program according to ISO 13485 is conducted once a year and has five (5) objectives:

1. Provide auditor with scope and objectives of the audit (e.g., subjects, departments, locations, products, areas, processes.)
2. Specify authorities and responsible parties participating in the audit (e.g., employees, management representatives, technical experts)
3. Detail the resources required for the audit (e.g., meeting rooms, records, production lines)
4. Description of topics and issues to be audited and discussed
5. Indicate scheduled timeframes for the different audit stages.

As part of the audit program, there is an audit plan whose purpose is to direct the auditor through specific areas, topics, and issues that must be audited, and to specify tests that need to be done in order to evaluate the situation. Typically, there is a general audit plan and a specific audit plan. The general one refers to all organizational units and asks for an evaluation of the performance of procedures and work instructions, quality procedures, and sampling processes that are applicable to the entire organization. The specific plan is individual to the organizational unit and refers to that unit’s related processes, the unit’s interrelations with other organizational units, and the applicable criteria and quality requirements.

ISO 13485 requires quality plans, for medical device specifically, to be audited so that the device performs as planned. ISO audit requirements for documentation include customer complaints, purchasing information, CAPA and training throughout the entire organizational units involved with product realization. Other audit topics covered through ISO 13485 are identification and
status report regarding the quality management system and for follow up during the next audit and to ensure commitment for closure of the identified nonconformities. The report is generated typically for top management and specifies participants, scope of the audit/auditee/or functional units that were audited, audit objectives, general details and information supporting the findings, audit findings that were sampled or observed, reference to prior audits and findings, recommendations and nonconformities discovered during the audit.

The critical elements for an effective internal audit need to be relevant to the product and/or process, comprehensive, and have well-integrated, risk-based principles throughout the product’s life cycle. They are essential to satisfy requirements for U.S. FDA current Good Manufacturing Practices (cGMP) and 21 CFR Part 820 Quality System Regulations or other international standards. Secondly, comprehensive internal audits should also be prioritized by primarily focusing on those device facilities/manufacturing areas targeted most by regulators and that are most impacted by CAPA, P&PC, Design Controls, and Management Controls as previously described.

A best practice approach for audits is when upper management is responsible to ensure and verify when audits are conducted and that they are completed according to the program and plan. They need to review and evaluate the results and verify that all nonconformities found in the audit are closed.

An internal audit should address the following questions for a process audit:

- **Plan:** What do we want to accomplish?
- **Do:** Are we implementing our plans?
- **Check:** Do we evaluate our progress?
- **Act:** Do we take action based on the results?
- **Sampling:** Take the appropriate amount. If no issues are found, take minimum samples and only taking more samples when necessary to enable clear and complete reporting
- **Improving audit methodologies:**

There are basic rules that need to be followed in order to perform an effective internal audit. The audit should be conducted by individuals not having responsibility for matters being audited. When dealing with one-person or very small manufacturing facilities, requiring an external auditor may be impractical or overly burdensome in which case, self-audit is acceptable and the auditor doesn't need to be independent. If a device manufacturer is generating significant FDA-483 observations due to unidentified deficiencies by the auditor while independent audits are being performed, an observation of the lack of adequate audits would be received. Lastly, although FDA access to a firm’s audit results is prohibited by CPG 7151.02 (CPG Manual subchapter 130.300). Quality System/GMP regulations allow reviews of supplier audit reports and management reviews including supporting procedures and documents for Purchasing Controls as per 21 CFR 820.50 and Management Reviews as per 21 CFR 820.20(3)(c), and 21 CFR 920.22 Quality Audit, are subject to FDA inspection.

There are different ways to source information to find and collect evidence for evaluating a compliance degree. Ways like interviews with employees and Subject Matter Experts (SME’s), documents (e.g. policies, objectives, plans, SOPs, drawings, licenses), observations of activities and surrounding work and environment conditions. Additional data that should be leveraged includes records (e.g. inspection records, meeting minutes, monitoring records), data summaries, analyses and performance indicators. It’s important to have information on auditee’s sampling programs and procedures for control of sampling and measurement process along with reports from other sources (e.g., customer feedback, supplier ratings) and computerized databases and web sites.

When gathering information for your internal audit, stay focused. Both parties need to agree on the facts and remain objective. It’s important to select samples randomly.

As audit results get compiled, the data should be understandable by auditee and traceable for future follow-up progress which involves accurate reporting of the issues and evidence, audit criteria and the finding category.
The ineffectiveness of internal audits may be found from deficiencies observed in complaint files, change control and/or calibration, or other problems in quality systems. If significant quality system problems continue both prior to and following the company’s last self-audit, the company needs to reassess their written audit procedures. The audit procedures should cover each quality system, and should be specific to enable the person conducting the audit to perform an adequate audit. An experienced trained auditor should be competent in how the audits are performed, including knowledge of what documents are examined, and how long audits take. Upper management needs to be notified and follow-up corrective actions need to be prioritized. Failures to implement follow-up corrective actions, including re-audits of deficient matters may also be listed as GMP deficiency on the FDA-483.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional Audit Evaluates</th>
<th>Improved Audit Evaluates:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Availability of process data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOPs</td>
<td>Training efforts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manuals</td>
<td>Teamwork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation</td>
<td>Customer awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>Quality cost analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Customer &amp; Supplier environment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Re-audits of deficient matters are not always required, but where one is indicated, it must be conducted. The re-audit report should verify that the recommended corrective action(s) were implemented and effective.

As previously mentioned, a risk-based approach when time and resources are limited ensures greater coverage and consistent, transparent oversight to effective quality system management across global sites. This approach saves valuable time and effort by prioritizing manufacturing areas or sites with the most observed deficiencies based on compliance history (e.g., FDA-483 observations or open actions from prior audits), those experiencing the greatest level of change (e.g., changes in equipment, resources, processes), or maturity in the organization (e.g., recent site or production process acquisitions). There are advantages to internal audits from a compliance and operational standpoint.

Some benefits of regular internal audits of quality management systems from a compliance perspective are protecting the manufacturer against issues that would be found by regulators and providing confidence in the effectiveness of management systems which result in a higher percentage of quality products that conform to specifications and consumer need.

It’s important to note the advantages of regular internal audits from an operational perspective which highlights opportunities for product or process improvements, exposes activities that produce waste and helps companies focus on strategic cost savings plans in streamlining operations.

Lastly, a company’s internal audit program can significantly improve its compliance standing and product quality if in-depth assessments of post-market information are included on distributed devices such as recalls, MDRs, corrections and removals, significant changes in device specifications or manufacturing specifications, follow-ups on FDA-483 observation(s) and related CAPAs, and previous Establishment Inspection Reports (EIRs). This program helps the company proactively address existing or potential quality deficiencies ahead of inspection and avoid costly remediation efforts.
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